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The terms "explicit", "implicit" and "tacit" are widely used in contemporary cognitive science and philosophy
of mind, as applied to mental representations, processes (rules) or epistemic attitudes. Generally, when we refer to
such notions, we aim at characterizing states explaining and describing a particular level of a behavior we try to
explain (vision, language knowledge, skills, decisions). Nevertheless, these notions seem to be more puzzling than
the phenomena they are supposed to explain. Some exceptions apart, every time concerning one or two notions
(Dennett, Dienes & Perner, Davies, Pylyshyn, Cummins), there has been no attempt to establish an accurate
terminological framework for these three related notions. In this talk, I will confine myself to a brief outline of the
problem by providing some terminological distinctions between these three notions. I start by making a distinction
between mental states having a representational content and the epistemic and doxastic attitudes having these
states as objects.
Briefly, I then argue for the following points (restricting myself to human cognitive systems):

1) A representation (or rule) is explicitly represented in a cognitive system iff There is a physical token of
this representation (or rule) in the system; It refers intrinsically (only by what is represented) to something by being
understood by an element of the system it belongs to; It plays a causal role in the system by virtue of its content. It is
not necessary for an explicit representation to be conscious.

2) A representation (or rule) is implicitly represented in a system iff:
(When we talk about occurrent representations): The behavior of the system can be better explained by the
presence of the rule or of the representation (but we do not assume the rule or representation to be really there in
the system; the behavior conforms to the rule, or, in connectionist networks, the rule (or representation) emerges
from the activities of the system);
(When we talk about dispositional representations): The representation or the rule is potentially explicit as it is 1) a
(causally or conceptually linked) presupposition or a (closely related) implicature of an explicit representation or 2)
related to logical, but also physical abilities to produce explicit representations.

3) What about tacit representations or rules? I argue that they do not exist (although there are, of course,
representations of tacit processes). May be called ‘tacit’ those hardwired processes, procedures, capacities and
constraints which are not composed of representations, but which can produce - or limit the production of - explicit
representations. Let’s now turn to the attitudes:

A) A doxastic or epistemic attitude towards a representation or rule p is explicit at time t iff: P is present
(occurs) in the system at t (p is explicit); The system has access to p and is able to revise p; The system inferentially
uses p; X is conscious that p.

B) A doxastic or epistemic attitude towards a representation or rule p is implicit at time t iff:
(Case 1): p is an explicit rule or representation; p really occurs (see above) at t in the subject or in the system
(industrial strength realism): X is not conscious that p at t; X could understand and assent to p; X could learn by
herself that p; The system inferentially uses p at t (subpersonal level); X could revise p (cognitive penetrability).
(Case 2): p is an implicit rule or representation: it is
a) An occurrence: saying that X has an implicit knowledge or belief that p is just a way of explaining X’s action at t
without strong realist claim (But X has to understand and perhaps assent to p).
b) Dispositional: If X explicitly holds that q, and if q entails p (presupposition or implicature), then X implicitly holds
that p iff X could understand and assent to p; X could produce by herself p. X can also implicitly believes or knows
that p if she is able to produce p (from core beliefs or knowledge, and with inferential rules)

C) A doxastic or epistemic attitude towards a representation or rule p is tacit iff:
(Case 1: p is an explicit representation or representational process; industrial strength realism claim): X uses p
(subpersonal level); P is totally inaccessible to X; it is cognitively impenetrable; If p can be expressed by a
propositional content, the propositional content is made of concepts X can1t understand.
(Case 2: p is an implicit representation): Same as case 1 (both cases raise the determination of content problem),
except that X doesn’t have to understand or to assent that p.

Finally, I show how some phenomena (tacit beliefs, early vision states, sensory subdoxastic states, deep grammar
rules, thoughts without representations (Perry)) can be classified as examples of a1, b1, b2, c1, c2, and c3
(assuming and showing why cases of a2, a3 and b3 cannot exist).


